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A B S TR A C T
Q uestions and C o n jectu res  a b o u t M u ltin o m ia l C oeffic ien ts
by
Troy Kessler
D r. Gennady Bachman. Exam ination Committee Chair 
Professor of Mathem atics 
University of Nevada. Las Vegas
The purpose of this thesis is to try  to answer some of the questions in D r. Bachman's 
paper ^On D ivisib ility  Properties of C ertain M ultinom ial Coefficients". F irst we let 
{a ,}  be any sequence (finite or infinite) of positive integers such that ^  <  1. I t  is 
clear that is an integer because it is a m ultiple of a certain m ultinom ial
coefficient. We let fa{n) =  where L{n) =  /cm (1 .2 .3 ....... n). It  is
easy to show that fa[n) is integer-valued. In  particular, we would like to study the 
sequence ai =  bi =  2 and +  I-  The first goal of my thesis was
to prove the following conjecture by computer for a ll m up to 100.
C o n je c tu re  1 For every positive integer m there exists a number uq such that m 
divides f { n )  fo r a ll n >  uq where f {n )  =  •
I  did this by using Theorem 1 of D r. Bachman’s paper.
iii
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T h e o re m  1 p'''\\f{n) i f  and only i f  there are exactly v pairs o f integers (k.l).k.l >  1. 
such that — with Rk{m) defined as m =  Rk{m) mod Bk and 0 <  
Rk{T^) <  Bk where Bk =  hk+i — 1.
The second part of my thesis is concerned w ith  attacking Conjecture 1 as it was 
w ritten in  D r. Bachman’s paper. Before we can restate Conjecture 1 we need to 
define the base p expansion of a positive integer. We v,nite n j =  
where 0 <  a,- <  p — 1. Now we restate Conjecture 1 as Conjecture 2.
C o n je c tu re  2 Let { « /}  he defined above. Then there exist infinitely many integers 
j  fo r  which the inequality - holds fo r  some integer k=k (j).
In  my thesis. I wall give proofs of Conjecture 1 for special { n j} . I  discovered these 
proofs together w ith D r. Bachman and Theorem 1 w ill be used in all the proofs.
IV
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C H A P T E R  1
IN T R O D U C T IO N  A ND  S T A T E M E N T  OF RESULTS  
Let {a ,}  be any sequence (finite or infin ite) o f positive integers such that
«
We know that for any natural number n the quantity
(2)
n!
is a positive integer where [x j is the greatest integer function. This is the case 
because w ill eventually become 0 and (2) becomes a m ultiple of a multinomial 
coefficient. We w ill now assume that the sequence in Oj is infinite. Because the 
quantity in (2) is an integer, we would like to know what divides it and if it  is 
possible to construct a sequence that makes each term of (2) as small as possible. 
We can show that the numbers (2) can not be very small because we w ill show L{n)  
divides (2). W here L{n) is the least common m ultiple of the numbers l,2 ,3 ,...,n . Let 
us now define
Ti\
W ith  this definition we have the following theorem.
T h e o re m  1. / a ( n )  is integer valued fo r all natural numbers n
I
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2When, studying the function fa in) ,  one may ask the following questions that if  
answered would give us more inform ation about the divisibility properties of f a i n ) .
Q u es tio n  1. Is there a sequence {a *}  which gives rise to an "optimal” function 
fa^in)?
We w ill call f a * i n )  optim al if  m [/a -(n ) implies m |/a (n ) for all n >  na,m-
Q u es tio n  2 . Is it  true that for any sequence {o i} and any m we have m\fa in) ,  for 
all n >  na,m ?
I f  we use a greedy approach to this problem, we w ill obtain the sequence
2,3, 7, 43, 1807, 3263443...
A t each step, we let a, be the largest number so that (1) w ill continue to be satisfied. 
We w ill call this special sequence 6,. The sequence {6fc} occurs in various contexts 
and was first systematically studied by J. Sylvester [6]. In  general, the bi are defined 
as follows
fc
bk+i =  -I- 1, for A: >  1 (4)
1 = 1
O ther properties that the 6,- satisfy are
bk =  — bk-\ +  1
E S i ^  =  1-
In  the case th a t {a ,}  =  {6 ,}, we w ill use / (n )  to represent (3 ). Thus we have
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3Another property of the bi is that if  a, is any sequence that satifies (1) we have
Hi<k  i  <  I2i<k ^
for all A: >  1, and equality occurs if  and only if  {n ,} =  {bi}. This property was 
proved by Curtis [2]. This property of bi leads one to believe that /(n )  is optimal in  
the class o f functions f a { n ) .
The function /  was first introduced by G . Myerson in [3]. He was the first to 
prove Theorem  1 in the case {a ,}  =  {6 ,} and he asked several questions about the 
divisibility properties of / .  In  a jo in t paper w ith W . Sander [4], /  was studied in  
more detail and the following conjecture was made.
C o n je c tu re  1. For every positive integer m there exists a number uq such that m 
divides f { n )  for  all n > n o .
Myerson and Sander established the valid ity of this claim for m  < 8 .  In  Chapter 
3, I  w ill explain the calculations I  did to prove this for m  <  100.
T h eo re m  2 . There is uq such that m \ f {n )  fo r all 2 <  m <  100 and all n >  no-
To explain my work we w ill need some more definitions and notation. These defi­
nitions were created by D r. Bachman to restate the Myerson and Sander conjecture 
and prove a theorem that tells us when p |/(n ) . We define
k
-Bfc =  n  bi =  — 1. (6)
t=i
W ith  this definition it is clear that Bk+i =  B^ +  Bk- Let us also define
m =  Rk{rn) (mod Bk) w ith  0 <  Rk{rn) <  Bk- (7)
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4We w ill use the standard notation, th a t p" || n  means that p" is the largest power that 
divides n. Now we have the following theorem that was proved by D r. Bachman[l].
T h e o re m  3. p" || /(n )  i f  and only i f  there are exactly v pairs of integers (k,l), 
k ,l  >  1, such that
Rki ln/p^l)  _ R fc+i([ri/p'J)
Using Theorem 3 we see that questions about the divisibility properties of /  are 
really questions about the distribution of the sequence [n/p'J when reduced modulo 
Bk for A: >  1. This leads us to a interesting reformulation of this problem. I f  we let
U j  =  ü Q p i  4- a i p ^ ~ ^  +  ... +  Oj, (9)
w ith  1 <  Ü0 <  p — 1 and 0 <  a,- <  p — 1, for i  >  1. I t  is clear that [ny/p^J =  ny_/ 
for j  >  I, and hence, by Theorem 3, if  there exists a sequence {ny} for which the 
sequence { - }  is non-increasing for every j,  then Conjecture 1 w ith m =  p fails. 
Therefore we have the following conjecture by Dr. Bachman, which is of interest in 
its own right.
C o n je c tu re  2. Let Uj be defined in  (9). Then for infinitely many j  the inequality
R-kjnj) ^  Rk+i(nj)
Bk Bk+i
holds fo r some integer k=k(j).
T h e o re m  4 . Conjecture 1 is true i f  and only i f  conjecture 2 is true.
We w ill prove Theorem 4 in Chapter 4. The existence of a sequence { n y }  with  
the monotonicity property required to defeat Conjecture 2 appears to be rather
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
0unlikely. W e showed that the conjecture is true for a special class of sequences. These 
sequences Uj have the property that their associated a, sequences are eventually 
peoriodic. We w ill call any sequence ny eventually peoriodic if there exist zq and « 
such th a t for all i  >  io we have =  a,. The new way of stating Conjecture 1 
seems to be the right approach to this problem. Using these new ideas we were able 
to prove the following theorem, which we w ill prove in Chapter 5.
T h eo re m  5. Let ny he any eventually peoriodic sequence defined in (9). Then for 
infinitely many j  the inequality
R k j n j )  R -k + i j n j  )
Bk  B k+i ■  ^ ’
holds fo r some integer k=k(j).
This result nicely complements our work on Theorem 2. Theorem 5 seems to 
dash any hopes of finding a simple counterexample to Conjecture 2 or equivalently 
Conjecture 1. We also show in  the proof of Theorem 5 that (11) holds infinitely 
often for most k. Theorems 2 and 4 and this last statement lend support to the 
conjectures.
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C H A P T E R  2 
P R O O F O F TH E O R E M  1 
We w ill use the well known fact th a t if
‘ ' =  L^J (1)
then we have || n!. A  proof o f this fact can be found on page 182 of Niven [5]. 
Now we w ill use this fact to calculate the power of p that divides the numerator and 
denominator of f a { n ) .  I f  the power for the numerator is greater or equal to that of 
the denominator, then our theorem is true. The power dividing the numerator is 
given by (1). The power that divides [^ J ! is
1 - 1
E  L ^ J  (2)
by (1 ). I t  is clear that
is the power of p that divides L{ji)  because this is the largest power of p that is less 
than n. The power of p that divides /o (n ) is
E  ( Æ J - E L ^ J - 1 )  (4)
l o g i n )  i=l
J - l o g i p )
by (1 ), (2 ), and (3). But this is equal to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
because for a ll real x  and all integer a. This fact is also in Niven on
page 180. For all j ’s th a t are being considered in the sum we have [^ J  >  1 and
by (1) of Chapter 1 and our second fact. Since the quantities on the right and the 
left of (6) are integers we have
Thus for every j  we have
n  , n
Therefore the theorem follows because the terms of the sum in (5) are all greater 
than or equal to 0 by (8 ).0
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C H A P TE R  3 
C O M P U TA TIO N A L RESULTS
In  this chapter we w ill discuss the computations needed to prove Theorem  2. Theo­
rem 2 stated that the conjecture of Myerson and Sander is true for a ll m  <  100. The 
algorithm is essentially the algorithm they used to prove the conjecture for m <  8 
in their paper. I  emailed Gerald Myerson and he sent his results for m  <  16 before 
I  started my computations. I  wanted to check th a t my new algorithm  produced the 
same results as theirs and it did for all of his data. The only difference between our 
algorithms is that he uses the function
g(x) =  M  ^  [ A  -  1 (1)
i= l
to build a tree and I  used
Rkjnj) ^ Rk+ijnj) 2^^
Bk Bk+i
M y algorithm  was originally implemented in M athem atica 4.0 on the NSCEE super 
computer at U NLV. I  used Mathematica to prove the conjecture for a ll m  <  37 and 
the proof for m  =  37 required 29 hours of computer tim e. The rest of the com­
putations were done w ith C-f4- and G N U ’S M P. Ashley Hatch and John Kilburg  
helped me translate the Mathematica code into C4—t-. We used G N U ’S M P  for the 
large integers that we needed to work w ith. The C-i—i- version of the algorithm  was
8
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9substantially faster and the computations were finished on a computer in the Physics 
department in a couple o f days. We will now discuss my algorithm in detail.
Details O f Algorithm For Prime m
Set B m ax  =  8
Calculate B [l] ... B[Bmax] using B[k  +  1] =  +  B[A:]
Set L=E m pty  List
Define M [a , 6 ] =
if  b|a and
(3)
otherwise
Build First Row 
For k = l  to m
I f  M[fc, 2] >  M [k ,  6 ] >  M [k ,  42] 
add k to list L  
Increment k
Set len=Length of list L 
Set sumlen=len 
W hile len >  0 Build Next Roe 
For i = l  to len
Look at each list element and calculate children
q=F irs t Element of L
Set n =  m *  q
Set t  =  n (mod B^mox)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
Remove q from list L 
For k=0  to m- 1  
For j = l  to Bmax 
Set r[A:, j] =  M [ t  +  k, Bj]
Increment j 
Increment k 
M =Em pty List
Put all children of q in List M  
For k=0  to m-1 
I f
T[ki 1] >  r[A:, 2] >  r[k, 3] >  ... >  r[k, Bmax] (4)
Add n-t-k to list M  
Set L  =  M \J L  
Increment k
L is the new row of tree 
Display L
Set len=Length of L 
Set sumlen=sumlen-t-len 
End While Loop
Display number of exceptions to conjecture which is m*sumlen4 -m -l 
Display largest exception to conjecture which is m * (largest node)4-m -l
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
11
Comments on Alogrithm  
When calculating (4) in the C-f—H version the computer will check each pair of in­
equalities from left to right and if  one o f these is false it w ill stop calculation and 
will conclude that the value of the whole statement is false. This is an important 
savings in execution time because the computer only calculates the needed values of 
T[k,j]  to decide the value of (4). I f  we are considering a m  that is of the form p", we 
must count the number of times (2) is satisfied. I f  this number is less than u we add 
n-i- k to the list.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
C H A P TE R  4 
PR O O F OF T H E O R E M  4 
In  this chapter, we w ill prove that Conjecture 1 is equivalent to Conjecture 2. We will 
begin by showing that Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2 . We proceed by assuming 
that Conjecture 2 is false. I t  follows that there is a sequence { tij}  such that
Rkip,j) R k+ijn j)  .
Bk Bk^i  ^ ^
holds for only a finite number of pairs (k , j ) .  Let u be the number of times (1) is
true for this sequence {r i j} .  Thus for any ny,
_  R kjr ij- i)  Rk+ijrij^i) ^
Bk Bk Bk^i Bk+i  ^ ’
is true for at most u pairs (fc. I). This implies, by Theorem 3, that
m n f ) ,  (3)
for every j .  Whence Conjecture I  with fails. Thus Conjecture 1 implies Con­
jecture 2 .
Now we w ill prove that Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1 . We proceed by assuming 
that Conjecture I  is false for m  =  p". This gives us infinitely many n ’s such that 
p" / / ( n ) .  Thus by Theorem 1  we get a set of infinitely many n ’s such that
,  At+iCL^J)
 <  B  •• (4)
12
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is true less than v times. Let us now consider the expansion of n in powers of p. I f
we define
then we can expand n in powers of p such that
n  =  a o p *  +  a i p *   ^ +  ngp^ ^ 4 - . . .  -f- u t - i p  4 - a t  (6 )
with 0 <  Oi <  p. We can partition the set W  into smaller sets M i,  1 <  i  <  p — 1 , by- 
letting
M i  =  {n  G M\ao  =  i \ .  (7)
Thus by (7) we obtain
J V =  (8 )
1=1
W^ e note that one of these M , in our partition must be infinite. Let M q be one of the
infinite M i  sets. Thus the elements of jVo have the same first term of their expansion
in powers of p. We can partition this set into smaller sets Mt,o, 0  <  i <  p — 1 , by 
letting
■^ 1,0 =  { n e  -Vo 1^ 1 =  f}- (9)
Thus by (9) we obtain
p—I
jVq =  U  Mifi. ( 1 0 )
1 = 0
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1 4
We note that one of these Mj,o in our partition must be infinite. Let jV l be one of 
the infinite sets. Thus the elements of jV] have the same cq and aj. in their 
expansion in (6 ).
We continue this construction by defining
=  {n G A^|(Zy+i =  i }  [0 <  i  <  p -  1 ] ( 1 1 )
and letting Afj+i be one of the infinite M i j .  This yields a sequence of sets {JV}}, 
M j+ i  C Afj, and a sequence of "defining coefficients” {uy}, such that all n E M j  have 
expansions (6 ) w ith identical coefficients Oj, for 0 <  z <  j .  Now we can define a 
sequence {ny}, using the o, sequence above, by
ny =  aop’ -f- aip^~^ +  -I-... 4- ay-iP  4- ay. (12)
We now observe that ny =  for some n G -V  and appropriate value o i l .  I t  follows 
by (4) that there are less than u values of j  such that ( 1 ) holds. Therefore Conjecture 
2  fails for {ny} and Conjecture 2  implies Conjecture 1 .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
C H A P TE R  5 
PR O O F O F T H E O R E M  5 
Let K be a period o f the sequence Fbc z'o so that for all i  >  iq we have
— (If,
and set
  _t_ y, —10—2F  =  aop*° -i- aip*°  ^4 f- a,„_i (1)
and
G — OioP'  ^ 4- o^q+ip'  ^ 4 ha,-o+K_i. (2)
Also set
f  = P "  (3)
and let be the subsequence of {ny}^o defined by
N j  =  n^y+io-i =  p''^(aoP*°"^ 4------4- Ofo-i) +p"^~^\oioP'^~^ H +  Ofo+«-i)
4-p'^  ^ ^\ai^p'^  ^4 h a,o+K_i) 4 h (a,oP''~^ 4 F ai^+K-i),
so that
N ,  =  F P i  +  (4)
15
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16
To prove the theorem we will show that there are infinitely many pairs of integers j  
and k such that the inequality
f l t W )  ^  R k*i{N j)
Bk  ^ '
holds.
Although our argument is somewhat technical, the basic idea behind it is very- 
simple. For the convenience of the reader, we will now illustrate the idea by giving a 
proof of (5) under certain additional assumptions. More precisely, let us now consider 
the case where ao =  1, Of =  0, for all z >  1 , and p  is coprime w ith  all H t- In  this case 
we can take k =  1 and z'o =  1, and the quantities defined in ( l ) - (4 )  become F  =  1, 
G =  0, P  =  p, and N j  =  ny =  pi. Now, given any k there is jo such that
p i°  =  1  (mod Bk). (6 )
We fix Jo and, if  necessary, increase k so that in addition to (6 ) we also have pi° ^  1 
(mod B t+ i). In  view of the identity
Bk+i — Bkbk+i =  Bk{Bk +  1), (7)
by (6 ) of Chapter 1 , and the assumption (p, B t+i) =  1 , we also see that p °^ ^  1 +  Bk 
(mod Bk+i). I t  follows that
p^ ‘° =  1 +  tBk  (mod Bk+i) (8)
for some 1 <  t  <  6 ^+1 - But (6 ) - (8 ) yield the inequality
Rk+iip^'^) ^ l + t B k  l  +  Bk ^  Rk{p^°)
Bk+i Bk+1 Bk{Bk 4-1) Bk
as desired.
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1 7
Let us now return to the general case. By the definition of 6* (4) of Chapter 1 we 
see that
(6fc,6,) =  l  (9)
for k Therefore either (p, bk) =  1 for all k or there is exactly one index Ajq such 
that p I 6 jfco. In  the latter case let r  be such that p^||6 to, while in the former case set 
r  =  0 and Atq =  1. W ith  these conventions we see that in either case we have
v'WBk, (1 0 )
for k >  ko, by the definition of Bk (6 ) of Chapter 1 . Analogously, there is ki >  ko 
such that for all k > k \
{ P - l , b k )  =  l- (11)
I t  follows from (11) that the congruence
[ P - l ) V  =  l  (mod 6 t+ i)  (12)
is solvable for every k >  ki and we l e t V  =  Vk be any fixed solution of ( 1 2 ). We also
fix an integer i/o satisfying uok >  r ,  so that
Pq =  (13)
W ith  these definitions in place we are ready to state our principal lemma.
L e m m a  1; For infinitely many integers k >  ki there are integers v\ =  i>i{k) and 
T  =  Tk such that the congruence
N,,^,,ra =  X  +  Y V { l - T ^ ) B k  (modBfc+i) (14)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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holds fo r  all m >  1, with
X  =  F P o + G ^ ^ ,  Y  =  X { P - 1 )  +  G, (15)
and V  given by (12). Furthermore, we have
(T, 6fc+i) =  l  and T ^ l  (mod 6t+ i) . (16)
Recall that our aim is to establish the inequality (5). Observe that, by (15), ( l) - (3 ) ,  
and (13), the quantities X  and Y  are absolute. Hence, assuming that k in Lemma 1 
is sufficiently large, as we may, and writing j(m )  =  UQ+uim  we get i?fc(Aj(m)) =  X ,  
by (14) and (7). To evaluate Rk+i{Nj^rn)) we let c^, m >  1, be the integer satisfying
Cm =  Y V{1  -  T ^ )  (mod bk+i), (17)
with 0 <  Cm <  bk+i. Thus, (14), and (7) yield i?fc+i(Wy(m)) =  X  +  CmBk- Therefore,
for every m such that X  <  Cm <  bk+i we obtain, by (7),
Rk+ljXj(rn)) _  X  +  CmBk X { 1 -> r Bk) _  ■Rj<-(-A/'j(m))
Bk+i Bk+i Bk{l +  Bk) Bk
as desired. Whence (5) follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 below.
L em m a 2. For all sufficiently large k occuring in Lemma 1 there are infinitely many
indices m such that the quantity Cm defined by (17) satisfies X  <  Cm <  bk+i ■
We remark that Lemmas 1 and 2 show that, in fact, there are infinitely many k 
such that (5), and consequently (1 1 ) of Chapter 1, hold with k fixed for infinitely 
many j .  Thus it only remains to prove these lemmas.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Let k occuring in Lemma 1 be fixed. Since Cm is periodic 
modulo hk+i, it suffices to show that there is at least one m  such that X  <  Cm <  bk+i- 
To see this we assume that
0 < C m < X  (18)
and show that this leads to a contradiction.
Recall that the quantities P  — 1, X ,  and Y  are absolute. Hence, by (9), we may 
assume that k is so large that
( [ 2 ( P - l ) ( X  +  l)2y]!,St«) =  l. (19)
Let h be the order of T  modulo 6*+ !, which is well defined by (16). I t  readily follows
from (17), (12), and (19) that if Cm =  Q, then h \ l  — m. Hence, by (18), we have
h < X  +  l .  (20)
Note that (P  — l)cm =  V^(l —T ^ )  (mod bk+i), by (17) and (12). This yields
^ l - T V y h - ( P - l )  =  Y ( l - T ^ )
=  0  (mod bk+i). (2 1 )
But, by (18) and (20), we have
\Yh  -  (P  -  1) cm| <  2 (P  -  1 ) ( X  +  i)2y .
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Hence, by (19), the second factor on the left-hand side of (21) is coprime with bk+i, 
unless it  is equal to 0. Whence (21) and (16) yield
ft—1
F h  -  (P  -  1 ) ^  Cm =  0 . (2 2 )
m—I
Now, on the one hand (18) imphes
h - l
^ ' Cm <  X h ,
m =l
on the other hand (22), (15), and (2) give
h - l
Cm >  X h .
m =l
This shows that (18) is false and concludes the proof of the lemma.
It  only remains to prove Lemma 1. I t  turns out that in order to deduce congruence 
(14) we first want to do arithmetic modulo Ck, k >  k i, defined by
Ck =  { P -  l)p-^Bk. (23)
Observe that, by (3), we have
{P, Ck) =  1 , (24)
for all A: >  ki. Furthermore, (23) and (7) yield the identities
Ck+i — bk+iCk (25)
and
(P  -  l )C t+ i  =  p-^Cl +  { P -  l)C k .  (26)
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Next we observe that, by (24), for every k >  ki there is i/i such that =  1 
(mod Ck). Furthermore, by keeping ui fixed and, if  necessary, increasing k, we can 
arrange it so that we also have P": ^  1 (mod Ck+i). W ith  such a pair of integers k 
and vi fixed, we set
Q =  P"^ (27)
and write, by (25),
Q =  l + t C k  (mod C"t+i), (28)
with 0 <  t  <  bk+i. Moreover, fix an integer W  satisfying
p'^W =  1 (mod bk+i) (29)
and set
r  =  1 -  (P  -  l )W t .  (30)
Triples of integers k, vx, and T  just specified exist for infinitely many values of k, 
and we will now show that for each such triple, the assertions of Lemma 1 follow 
from the following lemma.
L e m m a  3. For m > l  we have
Q ^  =  l + p - ^ V { l - T ^ ) C k  (modCfc+0- (31)
Proof of Lemma 1 . Let a triple of integers k, Ux, and T  defined in the paragraph 
preceeding Lemma 3 be fixed. Note that, by (4), (13), and (27), the left hand side
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of (14) is
=  FPoQ ’  ^+  (32)
— 1
Note also that, by Lemma 3, for every m  >  1 there is an integer s =  s{m) such that
Q "  =  1 + p " F ( i  -  r-)C fc  +  sCt+i.
Whence, by (23) and (13), we get
PoQ^ =  Po +  Po{P - l ) V i l - T ^ ) B k  (mod (33)
as well as
=  f f r  +  ^0^ (1  - -S‘ +0-  (34)
Substituting (33) and (34) into (32) yields (14).
Next, recall that {Q ,Ck+i)  =  1, by (27) and (24). Therefore, for some integer h 
we have =  1 (mod Ck+i)- But, by Lemma 3, (25), and ( 1 2 ), this gives =  1 
(mod bk+i), and shows, in particular, that the first assertion in (16) holds. The 
second assertion in (16) follows simply from (30) and (29), since 0 <  t  <  6^+1- 
Thus, the validity of assertions (14) and (16) for the triple k, ui, and T  has 
been established. But, as we already noted, there are infinitely many such triples 
of integers k, Ui[k),  and Tk (corresponding to infinitely many values of k),  and the 
proof of the lemma is complete.
I t  now only remains to prove Lemma 3.
Proof O f Lemma 3. W e argue by induction. Note that for m  =  1 congruence (31) 
is equivalent to (28), by (30), (29), and (12).
For the inductive step we write
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=  1 + p " F (2  - T -  -  T ) ( l  -  T ^ ) C l  (mod C t+ i).
Combining this with (26), (25), and (12) yields
gm+i _  1 +  p^y(2 -  T -  7 ^  -  (1 -  T )(l -  r " ))C t  
=  l + p " F ( l - r " + ' ) C t  (mod Ct+i), 
as desired. The proof of Lemma 1 is now complete.
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A P P E N D IX
C A LC U LA TIO N  DATA
m Number M ax
2 135 1966081
3 632 12767708
4 1093 7756710936577
5 6189 166762837500004
7 18038 27471403862610413838
8 4135 31057143398401
9 4904 340744843326260
1 1 64481 22895635022104088254
13 124695 766556623996809099695470878
16 11915 62114286796801
17 317746 228321350072973862886722
19 722189 112260252469036712730129822
23 1806511 3522996701282684288759566
25 72534 34722290039062504
27 22733 1022234529978776
29 7559603 817637071248323822596844568034
31 6334167 19767512099548094119758809718
32 28789 124228573593601
37 21088630 5911528431340510197649900852152
41 28937872 228992764787186711747244548150542
43 2510793993 18673966594451044379871793642597727682716616460389570
47 60373661 1945829459318183029867974616326288895060
49 255989 277062868829903440008558294
53 120154285 26988988985562924130250924866121428
59 130189222 67403460354842906221495461130972255222
61 231359213 29431799980678368028897019116604429214
64 65785 73201508343280041985
67 396587605 640022742607679951711934418597101666
71 697839403 1489004705185510650186826715527056827002
73 611228196 57396450063293561575888552344651039618
79 1475653639 703644700284120665835898078679900787548166
81 84500 125476664749632758
83 1579047858 912377676960334050989358786290027494235056
89 3450472594 2735240844467770473917509277050475788013435306278
97 230550922 745674028309820057642452981795921107366011875331730
24
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